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What we want to do :
Provide a set of numbers for efficiencies fake rates fromProvide a set of numbers for efficiencies, fake rates from 

samples that are closely related with SUSY analysis [e.g. SU3, 
T1 etc ]T1 etc…]

These numbers  are verified within different groups and 
should be identical or consistentshould be identical or consistent. 

More, these numbers should be closely in agreement with
egamma group’s results [ based on same algorithm hasegamma group s results [ based on same algorithm has
followed for the computation of the numbers]

All these numbers are based on default electron IDAll these numbers are based on default electron ID, 
Isolation criteria defined by egamma working group

Understand the difference in numbers algorithm betweenUnderstand the difference in numbers, algorithm between
SUSY and Egamma WG. [if any]
What we are NOT doing :What we are NOT doing :

Invent/change/modify the default egamma algorithm



R d l Effi i
Definitions and Selections of lepton

Reconstructed lepton
Egamma Algorithm ( no Softe )
isEM() bit mask 0x3ff

Efficiency :
Number of reconstructed leptons match 

with true lepton within a cone 0.02isEM()  bit mask 0x3ff
Isolation Et (cone 0.2) < 10 GeV
|Eta|<2.5, Pt>15 GeV

True lepton

p
divided by total number of true leptons
for given Pt, Eta range

For this calculationTrue lepton
Definition-1:

Generator level  lepton come from

For this calculation 
Pt(rec. lepton)>15 GeV considering the 
resolution effect and 
Pt(true lepton)>20 GeVSUSY, W, Z, tau decay product

Definition-2:
All the generator level leptons

Pt(true lepton)>20 GeV

Fake Rate :
Number of reconstructed leptons don’tg p

Definition-3:
All the leptons including geant-4
Isolation Et(cone 0 2)<10 GeV

p
match with true lepton within a cone 
0.02 divided by total number of 
MC truth JetsIsolation Et(cone 0.2)<10 GeV

|Eta|<2.5, Pt>20GeV
MC truth Jets

| |

MC truth Jets.
Pt(rec. lepton)>20GeV
Isolation cut on the true lepton is not

applied in this caseCone 0.4  jets,|Eta|<2.5, Pt>20 GeV
Overlaps with electron removed by requiring DR<0.4

applied in this case



Electron Efficiencyy

Truth Definition Definition -1(%) Definition-2(%)
SU3
Truth Definition Definition 1(%) Definition 2(%)

Tokyo* 75.6+-0.5 75.6+-0.5
Milano+ 72 8+ xx 58 9+ xxMilano 72.8+- xx 58.9+- xx
Belgrade 71.7+-0.1 71.3+-0.1
Wisconsin* 75 6+ 0 5 75 6+ 0 5

*Uses same files within
Wisconsin 75.6+-0.5 75.6+-0.5

T1
the sample

+ Doesn’t apply
Truth Definition Definition -1(%) Definition-2(%)

Tokyo 73.4+-0.3 73.3+-0.3
Mil +

pp y
isolation on truth,
include B, D decay

Milano+ 71.5+- xx 63.8+- xx
Belgrade 72.8+-0.1 72.8+-0.1
Wisconsin 73.4+-0.3 73.6+-0.3



Fake Electron

Truth Definition Definition -1(10-3) Definition-2(10-3) Definition-3(10-3)
SU3
Truth Definition Definition 1(10 ) Definition 2(10 ) Definition 3(10 )

Tokyo 2.0+-0.1 1.7+-0.1 1.4+-0.1

Milano 2.18 1.94 1.61

Belgrade 0.5 2.7 ---

Wisconsin* --- 1.1 ---

3 3 3

T1
Truth Definition Definition -1(10-3) Definition-2(10-3) Definition-3(10-3)

Tokyo 2.7+-0.1 1.6+-0.1 1.3+-0.1

Milano 2 6 1 6 1 3Milano 2.6 1.6 1.3

Belgrade 0.4 1.7 ---

Wisconsin* --- 0 9 ---Wisconsin 0.9

* No overlap removal between electron and jet.



SU3 T1
Electron efficiency, Pt, Eta dependence

75.6±0.5%
SU3

73.3±0.3%
T1

Electron pT dep. Electron pT dep.

76.6±0.5% 74.0±0.3%

Electron eta dep. 
(pT>30GeV)

Electron eta dep. 
(pT>30GeV)



Issues related to fake rate definitions

Egamma group use QCD dijet samples for theEgamma group use  QCD dijet samples for the 
fake rate calculation. The result is ~ O(10-4).
There is a big difference between this numberThere is a big difference between this number
and SUSY group numbers[ O(10-3) ]

Reasons :
Topology dependence of fake rateTopology dependence  of  fake rate

1. Pt spectrum
2 Tau jet contribution2. Tau jet contribution
3. Isolation criteria
Some study has been done by Tokyo groupSome study has been done by Tokyo group
to understand these differences



Topology dependence 1.    pT spectrum of jets

J3J1SU3 T1

pT spectrum of jets
Y. Kataoka(U. Tokyo)

pT spectrum of jet highly depends on the topology
We should use fake rate as a function of pT of jets

fake electron
T1

fake ratio
(matched jets / jet spectr m)

T1

We should use fake rate as a function of pT of jets

matched jet 
(origin of fake electron)

(matched jets / jet spectrum)

pT (GeV) pT (GeV)pT (GeV) pT (GeV)
Matched jets are higher than fake electrons
due to e/h correction or loose isolation condition ?

dropped by pT threshold
of fake electron (20GeV)



Topology dependence 2.    tau jets contribution
SU3, T1 samples are tau rich, J samples are not.

tau jet contribution makes some difference
Y. Kataoka(U. Tokyo)

Black plot … all jets contribution
Red plot  …  non tau jets contribution

tau jet (hadronic decay)
contribution

SU3 T1 J3

SU3 Fake rate tau jet contribution
(truth tau found in T1 Fake rate tau jet contribution

(truth tau found in(
0.4)

Electron(def1) 2.0×10-3±0.1×10-3 1.1×10-3±0.1×10-3

Electron(def2) 1.7×10-3±0.1×10-3 1.1×10-3±0.1×10-3

(truth tau found in 
0.4)

Electron(def1) 2.7×10-3±0.1×10-3 0.4×10-3±0.1×10-3

Electron(def2) 1.6×10-3±0.1×10-3 0.4×10-3±0.1×10-3

Electron(def3) 1.4×10-3±0.1×10-3 0.9×10-3±0.1×10-3 Electron(def3) 1.3×10-3±0.1×10-3 0.4×10-3±0.1×10-3



Topology dependence 3.    effect of isolation condition

We uses the following isolation condition of reconstructed electron

• ET (cone 0 2) < 10 GeV ET (cone 0 2) < 10 GeV &&

J3

• ET (cone 0.2) < 10 GeV • ET (cone 0.2)  < 10 GeV  &&
ET (cone 0.2)  <  0.1 × ET of electron

B t t i t diti
J3

But, more strict condition
drops the fake rate

Efficiency has
T1      73.3%

T1      70.6%

Efficiency has
a small effect



Summary and Plans
C h k f ffi i f k t b b tCross check of efficiency, fake rate numbers between 

different groups within the SUSY WG has provided vital 
information understanding different cuts topologyinformation understanding different cuts, topology

We got a good agreement on efficiency between the groups,
still some differences exist on fake rate calculations, but
can be sorted out with one more iteration of comparison

Efforts are made to understand the differences between
E d SUSY WG t t f k tEgamma and SUSY WG to compute fake rates

Different topology dependence of fake rate calculation
is more reasonable to explain these differencesis more reasonable to explain these differences

Further study will continue keeping all the earlier definitions
in mind

Plan to provide a wiki page containing discussions, slides,
results from different groups soon…
M i ffi i f k t f l Pt i illMore issues on efficiency, fake rates for low Pt region will

follow as soon as we get some study done


